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“Ye’ may aye be  sticking a tree Jock! It’ll be growing when ye’re sleeping”  



After an over-night flight ,  this was our first view  of Malta in daylight from our 6th Floor   balcony  - AMAZING! And 
yes we were delight by the urban forest on Valletta and harbour side palm trees.  



Beautiful palm trees and shrubs grace the harbour walk along the Strand – takes the hard edge off 
the concrete  and  the distractions of street pubs.  



What a great place for  lovely phone box – could have stayed all day captivated by the beautiful flowering 
tree – a Judas Tree I believe. 



A mystical bolt of light struck the palm tree in Valletta – a very good omen indeed!  judging 
from our short, an fabulous visit to Malta. 



What a fabulous hotel. From pool side looking back there’s fine manicured landscape of trees and shrubs and 
beautiful sculptures and architecture.  



In a manicured  landscapes there’s often room for a delightful sort of minimalism, in  this case  they re-engineered  a 
steep slope  to match the clean lines of the luxury hotel.  



The darksome trees add intensity  to this beautiful  lion’s expression; while the bland, but otherwise neat brick 
wall,  keeps its rear  end subdued and unpretentious.  



Whether it is one tree can soften the hard lines of the walls, while a hedge along a median  hides the rear ends of 
cars and screen the shenanigans in street pubs from pedestrians on harbor side walk. 



Trees can be curse and blessing insofar as  they provide  shade  but that their roots can damage the  
foundations of the magnificent limestone walls . 



Whether there’s a lot of trees or a few, they compliment structures and statues.  



Some trees grow enough to stay down on Terra Firma, while their  colonizing young progeny are breeching the magnificent  
fortress’s wall  -  and their roots are very likely to cause serious damage in the future if not removed soon.  



These trees take the sharp edge off what would be a rather sterile parade ground.  



The people who planted the trees along the battlement were probably tired of the 
sight of the industrial shipyards off the right of the photo.  



Considering the thousands of boats of sizes  the habour is exceptionally clean. Would be nice to redesign 
the architecture of some of shore facilities to complement trees scape along the harbour.   



There is artistic value in having twisted trees atop the fortress make the view of  Euclidean shapes  
(straightness) of facilities in shipyards much more interesting.   



On the southwest side the fortress is this sign. One would be forgiven that it’s the pigeons that is the cat 
food. Perhaps thay are; but then the tree pigeons can readily escape into the tree. 



There seems to be a great respect for cats  - especially the Maltese breed - in Valletta. Perhaps  the cats do some 
useful service. If so, then they are deserving of this type of luxury accommodation in this shady nook under a grove 
of trees atop the Fortress and throughout Malta.  In my next life I should like to be a cat in Valletta.  



Here we have the wild abandonment of Palm trees leaves and  their gnarly trunk of the older tree and the 
double trunk of the younger  providing a cool shade for Madame .  



Here we have beauty and the beast – the miserable tree is the beast and detracts from the charm of the  beautiful 
cruise ship. 



In this case the situation is reversed; i.e., the cruise ship  partially hiding behind a graceful leafy tree 
becomes  the beast! 





This massive and extraordinary sculpture and fountain adorned with a  backdrop oy low trees detracts 
from the fact that there are still Phoecians  living in the building behind it.  



Il-Fosos is vast square with underground Granary originally built by Grand Master Marino de Redin 
during  the great seige by the 1657 - 1660  when the small  population of Maltese successfully defeated 
the Turks.  

Il-Fossos was constructed in 1849 and remained in use as a grain storage site until 1962. In total, there are 76 grain silos 
During WWII the St. Publius Church was bombed ; but, miraculously, the II-Fossos  survived untouched; thus saving the 
population from total starvation.  Similar underground silos can be found in Valletta and Rabat (Gozo). The squre is 
used for major gatherings and concerts. On the right are fine trees lining the magnificent  300m long tree-lined Mall 
with many fine statues of famous Maltese.  



The diversity of asymmetric trees and shrubs embellish the beautiful and perfect symmetry of the Greek 
architecture in Valletta.    



A little section of the 300+ meter long Mall in Floriana  has  a fine collection of trees & shrubs which 
compliment s the many exceptionally fine sculptures of famous Maltese leaders. 



The Maltese recognize that trees, shrubs and flowers create a special ambience  and emotion of great sculptures  



If the trees were straight and symmetrical  (the flowering tree has it ‘legs’ crossed) they would not accent the 
Greek architecture so well.  Malta has a population  of 400,000 and 359 churches – most of them massive and 
highly ornate inside and out and many have the most exquisite statues and famous art work in the world.  



Fig tree in Malta Botanical Garden  – this  animalistic one resembling a prehistoric monster,  would jump the  
fence if its tail wasn’t stuck between many other  great tails small legs that make of the trunk of this fig tree. 



Viewed from the opposite side shown in previous slide the the bole(s) of the fig tree is an artistic wonder. Note 
how it behaves itself with a sharp, straight line along the pathway (bottom right).  



The left photo reminds me of a  great bear  leaving its scent  a tree, while the beautiful  fibrous mass are like 
some out of a Tolkien novel.  The left trees that is so  beautifully abstract  they defy description   



Low , flowering shrubs that are not tall that are never likely to obscure the beautiful  glowing church and 
castle walls.  But without shading trees the cars must be boiling hot inside.  



The trees are remarkably skinny trunks that one wonders  why the don’t collapse under the  weight of their 
disproportionately  large crowns.  That’s what makes them so elegant and interesting.  



The garden is a fitting tribute to the beautiful  clean lines of Greek architecture.  



The diversity of color and asymmetry of trees and shrubs embellish the beautiful and perfect 
symmetry of the Malta’s architecture.   



In Victorian England this statue would have a leaf to covering the middle bit. But, in the Mediterranean, such 
apparatus is commonly displayed with pride and framed by the beautiful  ‘leafy’ tree and glowing arches. On the 
left there is perfect symmetry  between  architecture, manicured trees accented by the  beautiful  phone box.     



In  his noverl Rob Roy, Sir Walter Scott’s wrote  “Some things  too good for keeping, and others too bad for banning”  
Trees often fall into that category. The tree on the left for example is beautiful enough, but block the parisions from 
entering the church.    On the left  is  a climbers want to be trees by growing up via hairline cracks in the wall that its 
roots will eventually move into the living room if  given half a chance . But you have the resolve of both in the spirit 
of Sctt.s phrase.  Sir Walter Scott was a great admirer of Valletta.  



The lofty  add accentuates  Grand  Knight Wignacourt’s  water tower.   On the left is little tree in an ancient 
street  doing its best to climb up a wall to share the sunlight with a magnificent church tower.   



The magnificent Wignacourt  aqueduct complimented by an avenue of trees 0n 
the opposite side   

The splendid aqueduct built in the reign of Grand Master Fra Alof de Wignacourt, between 1610 and 1614, 
transported a constant supply of good drinking water to Valletta. Over 15 kilometers long, the aqueduct mostly 
ran underground, but was carried on a series of stone arches where depressions were encountered along the 
route. The construction of the aqueduct was recorded on a marble tablet fixed to a decorated archway at Fleur-
de-Lys. It was destroyed during World War II and never replaced. The inscription read: Hac valletta tenus 
functum jacuisse cadaver visa est; nunc laticas spiritus intus alit: incubuit primus olim, ceu spiritus, undis, 
spiritus enixa, sic modo fertur acqua (Translation- So far Valletta was a corpse, now, the spirit of water revives 
her; as once the first spirit moved on the water, so now, that water has been led to her, the spirit returns). 



A stroll along the aqueduct has many fascinating and beautiful  viewpoints  framed by the arches; such as trees 
and shrubs and stately buildings  and also a wide variety of houses and shops and stately buildings.  



The beauty in these little trees is that they are not  merely crooked!  They are synchronized with the 
architectural curves of the doorway and the aqueduct!  Therefore, artistic in a truest sense.  



The darksome , irregular form of the trees amplifies the beautiful glowing architecture   



The somewhat delicate form of the trees at the entrance to the majestic  Concervitorio Vicento Bugeia 
opposite the Wignacourt Aqueduct 



There’s an ambience  about  the  partial shadows by the trees along the Mall add a pleasant 
dimension  that is much more pleasant than a solid and  darksome full shade.  



If the trees were straight and symmetrical they would not accent the church so well.   
Malta has a population  of 400,000 and 359 churches – most of  them massive and highly ornate inside and out.  



The Maltese recognize that trees, shrubs and flowers create a special ambience and  enhances one’s  emotion 
when viewing  great sculptures  



Regiment of the manicured trees in the moat of  Mdina contrasts with the wild abandonment of the scruffy trees  on 
the outside looking down.  Yep! that’s the way was in Roman times. 



It would be pleasant, but lonely fountain if it were not tinged with a well-managed hedge and  the 
company trees in background.  





In many sparsley treed  parts of  Europe, often it is only the dear depart who are 
afforded shelter from the blazing summer sun and  cold  blast of winter winds.   



A fine monument to St. Paul framed by tasteful architecture and pyramidal trees  



A nice collection of real and modeled trees adorns the beautiful church square 













This view from Medina suggests that urban forests are being regenerated  





A true Maltese survivor below the castle in Gozo  







Trees versus the strawberries and boulders?  
Under the eternal Malta sun, only the trees can win!  



On the outskirts of Dingli  young, naturally regenerating  trees are beginning to grace 
the landscape and provide welcome shade at the Busket bus stop. 



This is a resort that has a very high rate of 70+ English speaking 
retirees.  Although it few trees the owner of the restaurant  in 
the photo  offers an appetizer to go with the very popular local 
dish the  “Full English Breakfast” 
 
Being a +70 guy, methinks a  generous helping of the proprietors 
fatty English breakfast  is less  likely to induce  a heart attack 
than cavorting  on the slabs of  beach rocks  with Madame.  



Palm trees and shrub s adorn  the very long walkways along shore of St. Paul’s Bay makes for the 
perfect holiday under the perpetual sunshine of Malta.  



On leaving Malta at the crack of dawn and jostling for position and coffee with other bleary eyed passengers 
with no possibility to relax and take a decent walk.  Unlike the vast majority of airports with parking lots   
basically fields of cars, Malta airport parking lot  fine place to  a fine spend the hour and more before going 
into the departure lounge. It is pedestrian-friendly with benches  along the walkways , well-manicured lawns 
under many Mediterranean trees  and  even  has a fountain.  Wish all airport parking lots looked this good – 
even in the dim light of dawn.  It settles the mind  and body for the long flight ahead. 


